Ahk
God of Justice, the Final Judge, God of Knowledge and Truth, the Watcher of Time, the keeper of the 17 Laws of
Light, Eldest Son of Light

Legends
Ahk’s Travels Seeking Mysteria (2nd Age, 1st Great War)
Ahk searches for Mysteria to help in finding a cure for Ellina. Ahk thinks that Mysteria can help. During his
travels, Ahk has several adventures.
Ahk came across a large and terrible Ogre. Vilik is trying to recruit some creatures to join in the fight.
However, these are only interested in fun and tormenting Vilik. Ahk asked the Ogre what is that he was seeking to
do. The Ogre bows low to Ahk and says I want these creatures to join in the fight. Ahk smiles at the Ogre and says
why? The Ogre still bowing before the God asks, should not all fight in the name of the Gods? Ahk ponders the
question for a moment and tells the Ogre, “Each must fight in their way.” The Ogre seems perplexed and asks how
can tormenting me, aid in that fight. Ahk laughs and says you do seem overly concerned with getting them to submit
to your will, without much luck I might add. It seems they have won this battle. The Ogre looks confused and says,
“we should not fight battles we cannot win?”. Ahk nods and agrees, but that is not the lesson here. The Ogre thinks
and asks maybe I should lure my enemy here and let them teach these creatures a lesson. Ahk laughs and says your
enemy would certainly only meet frustration from the confrontation, and they would learn from the experience I am
sure, but again I do not think you see my point. The Ogre seems frustrated by this. Ahk says come with me. He takes
Vilik with him on his journey. They come across some beautiful maidens washing clothes in a river. Ahk tells Vilik
to get those women to come over here. Vilik does so, and he says this is Vilik, he believes everyone one should fight
for the Gods. An older woman says we are honored to do so, and we do so every day. Ahk puts his hand on Vilik’s
shoulder and beckons him to follow. Ahk and Vilik then leave to another world. They find some rather large red
furry creatures hopping around and doing nothing more than playing with each other. Vilik looks at Ahk and says
ask them to come here. Vilik does so. The fury red creatures come over and start snuggling with the two of them.
Although Vilik resists the temptation, he finds he cannot help himself. After a moment, Vilik says they calm the
nerves, and I feel very at ease. Ahk says let's go. They venture to yet another world. They come across a battle in
which the forces of the Gods and the enemy are equal, but the forces of the Gods win easily. Vilik says, “That battle,
you must have interfered?” Ahk says no, but the men here are alert, their women wait at home with loving arms, and
they had the entertainment of an ogre at the hands of some mischievous folk all to help them forget their troubles.
Vilik suddenly figures it out and says. “I see, war is just not something you do. It is something you prepare for, and
you must have rested and ready men. Ahk says yes, your commanders have rules to allow their forces to rest and
ready for the next battle. We have found that these rules help our forces win.
Ahk leaves Vilik to continue his search.
Ahk arrives in a settlement and finds a man in ‘a stock’ in the courtyard. He asks the man what happen. The
man replies, “I am Jax, I am here because a woman thinks she saw me kill my brother.” Ahk asks, “Did you?” Jax
says, “Good sir, on my honor, I did not.” Ahk goes in search of Jax accuser. He finds her in the lap of a man
laughing and singing. Ahk asks the woman, “Why have you wrongly accused Jax of the murder of his brother.” The
woman shocked by the strength of Ahk’s words, says nervously, “I have not!” Ahk replies “You do believe that, but
I tell you now you are wrong. What you saw was not the truth.”, “This man is the one who murdered Jax brother.”
The man must have thought better of any attempt to strike Ahk, but he jumped up, dropping the poor woman to the
floor and bolted for the door. The village constable set after him and captures the man. Each person tells their story
to the constable. The constable does not see any reason to change his ruling. Ahk looks at the constable and sees no
ability to judge men’s hearts he also sees this man has a lust for Jax wife. Ahk stands and walks everyone through
the events slowly and details what everyone saw or thought they saw and puts it all in perspective; everyone agrees
that Jax is innocent. The constable asks Ahk to visit some of the other settlements; he believes there are many
wrongly accused and in need of Ahk’s Wisdom. Ahk visits settlement after settlement, with the same result. Ahk
decides to write his judgments’ and rulings down to help everyone.
Ahk finds a school of scribes and employs the schoolmaster for some work. After a few years, they create over
100 books. Ahk then finds Jax and his now-grown son Lawson. He teaches them both and gives them books. Ahk
also gives each man gifts (supernatural abilities) to judge and advocate for those accused. He says to them, create
your own Book of Judgment so that everyone knows why you judged so and they benefit from your wisdom.

Doctrine
Through Law, you can navigate the path to the divine. Their popular book of scriptures is called, “The Seven
Laws,” it contains an overall basic doctrine as transcribed from the 100 law books.
The faithful believe in law and justice. They never violate either, if there is a contradiction whereby obeying
the law somehow stops others from obtaining justice then a higher advocate considers the matter. If obtaining justice
somehow breaks the law, a higher advocate again steps in and consider the matter.
The faithful and clergy also never commit a crime to correct a crime or bring a criminal to justice. They believe
everyone has the right to have the Gods judge their soul and never deny that right to anyone. They work to bring law
to those that do not have the law.
Although Corporal punishment is common, debtor’s prisons are not. If you have a debt, the court can indenture
you to a 3rd party and the proceeds of your work go to the party wronged. They do it this way to maintain
impartiality. Sometimes these types of servitudes can go wrong, and the courts have full jurisdiction to deal with the
issue. It is quite common for temples and government agencies to have workers of this type.
The courts would like to see a certain level of decorum maintained and some respect but don’t insist on either.
The Courts close for all national holidays as well as December 30 th.
Reading the Signs
The faithful seek their messages in the various laws that those around them break and what this means to the
area these events are happening. They look at crime as a symptom and treat it as such. Ahk speaks directly with his
top five advocates and issues regular changes in approach and application of the law.
Tales, beliefs, and superstitions:
The followers of Ahk believe frogs carry with them bad dreams and bad omens. For this reason, the temples
are never near water. A common belief is that the gavel in court was originally used to kill frogs.
When a child is born, the members of the family each whispers a secret in the child’s ear, usually a secret
formula, recipe or something useful for the child’s life ahead.
When a couple marries, they are then left alone to enjoy peace for three days. They are usually secluded away
or sent to a secluded spot completely alone. Giving a star rose quartz gem is a common way to say I love you.
When someone in your family dies, you must seclude yourself to mourn for one day. The faithful desire to die
at home, peacefully. Ghosts are the worst type of undead and greatly feared by the faithful.
The Faithful, value truth above all other virtues. Telling a lie is a great disgrace to the church and even after
confession and recompense, the faithful are wary of you. In breach of oath or contract, the punishment can be much
worse. Although there is no stricture against it, The Faithful scorn any who have intercourse and do not truly intend
to marry. The faithful are required to pay a 10% tithe in product or services to the church.
Wealth and Magic are not a major concern with the faith. The church forbids the use of Chaos magic by the
clergy and Excommunication is the punishment. The faithful who use it, are required to pay fines and do services for
the church.
The church has little interest in politics except when discussing the rule of law. Ellina sets the rules for the
royals and nobles, and Ahk rarely has contention with them. They grant no mercy to the followers of the dark forces
that they convict.
There is a legend of a ½ mortal, ½ angel that has the power to forgive any and all sins, giving the receiver of
such redemption a place in the Palace of Light. They call this person “The Redeemer.”
The afterlife becomes perfect when the mortal races have perfected the law in themselves. Then they find
eternal life in a realm where everyone is responsible for themselves, and now laws are needed.

Holy Days
The Day of Accord: The Gods agreed on this day, what the first laws should be that would govern all. This
day also commemorates The Pact. During this day, the faithful seek to come to terms with the wrongs they have
done and make restitution if they can. Leaving the bad deeds, they have done behind. The Day of Accord is on
December 30. On this day the followers of Ahk do not eat any meat.

Saints

Saint Sim Hammerhand: Sim was the first advocate of Ahk. He brought law to the dwarves at the same time
that Scyndar brought them tradition. The embrace both fervently.
Saint Dulmu Mindwind: Dulmu was a constable and hunted down a Necromantic Mind-twister. He had been
murdering people in various countries. No one could catch him. However, Dulmu did and brought him to justice.
Defying the mob that wanted him lynched.
Saint Justice: Justice was the first Contritioner to the church. She is reputed to have seen through Ahk’s
disguise and saw the truth of Ahk himself.

Symbols
The Symbol of Ahk Is a blind girl in white (Justice) holding scales of silver on a yellow square background.
You gain a bonus to Investigate, and Analysis skill checks equal to the bonus of your holy symbol.

Court of Ahk
These buildings look like stately buildings according to the society in which you find them. The courts have
various meeting rooms to hear cases and other such things. The Altars are small wood boxes that reside a book of
The Seven Laws. When the court is not in session, the faithful study, pray and meditate. There is praying in the
courts, and there are private places for meditation and private talks with an advocate while court is in session.
Ahk’s Courts are always open to the public except with issues of a sensitive nature. The advocates never
jeopardize state secrets in open court even to win their case, but they can require a closed court for a good reason,
but the judge has the final say, and the responsibility then falls squarely on his shoulders.

The Clergy
The clergy can be both male and female and contains members from all races that respect the law. The Clergy is
allowed to marry, but the church frowns on divorce. Each member of the Clergy is expected over the life of his career
to collect scrolls and tomes on the law. They are required to write their judgments as well, and this fills their Law
Library. The Law Library of past clergy members helps fill the courts public law libraries. Also, it is required to
complete study in your law library to advance and gain certain benefits.
Court Law Libraries require equity to gain access to them. You can buy copies of scrolls and tomes to create
your library. For each 250gc of the value of your library, you gain a +1 to any check on the law or law-related
information. You then spend one hour of study and gain that bonus to any law-related topic or question. If using
another's library, you gain a +1 for every 8 hours of research on a specific topic or question.

Clerics (Advocates)
The Advocates are those who seek the truth. One advocate for the accused and the other for the victim. The
two then work together, each representing their viewpoints, to find the truth. Advocates adventure to find artifacts
and relics of the church and to advocate in towns where there is no court presence.
Salutation: Advocate Last Name. The head of the church is a group of five who are the supreme advocates.
They are the final say on legal disputes.
Advocate Requirements

Benefits of Service

Equity: 11

+2 Holy Symbol Talisman

Profile: Secular Values (Justice, Truth, Written Law) All
3+

You are given a scroll containing The Rite of Truth.

Ability Scores: Intelligence 2+

You are given a scroll containing The Rite of
Knowledge

Abilities: Employment (Law) 4+, Faith 7+, Divine Agent
(Ahk)

Holy Warrior (Constable)
Constables are the protectors of prisoners, the courts, and the advocates. They also hunt down those that
escaped while under the court's care. Constables adventure to find holy relics of the church and hunt down those
who have escaped the church’s custody. They also defend the judgments of the advocates.
Salutation: Constable Last Name

Constable Requirements

Benefits of Service

Equity: 10

+1 Holy Symbol Talisman

Profile: Secular Values (Justice, Truth, Written Law) All
3+

Bonded Mount devotion

Ability Scores: Strength 2+, Agility 1+, Constitution 2+
Abilities: Faith 9+, 1 spell in your prayer book from the
protection seed

Devotion of Healing
Devotion of Health
You are given a scroll containing The Rite of Time

Sacred Power
As an Advocate or Constable, you can make a spell you cast sacred if you choose to do so. When you do make
a spell that you cast sacred, it has the following effects:
• Increases the spell cast skill check by five.
• If the spell has a harmful effect, it does not affect allies even if they are in the burst area.
•
Any spell that you use to discern the truth or justice of a situation costs ½ the mana.
•
A spell to banish any servants of the lords of evil or the lords of evil themselves gains a
+4 bonus.
•
Anytime you confront the Seven Lords of Evil or their agents directly; you may call
upon your holy symbol talisman to aid you in the confrontation. You can add your talisman
bonus to any 2d10 roll as long as the confrontation lasts. If you are on unholy ground, you can
forgo this benefit to thwart the negative effects of being on unholy ground. Sometimes in epic
encounters, the God may allow this to affect your allies as well.

Capabilities
Crucial Advice
Prerequisite:
Divine Agent (Ahk), influence 12+
CP Cost
4
You talk to your ally, giving them advice on some skill they are about to do. This advice takes a minimum of two full
rounds. When you do they gain an additional bonus to the appropriate Skill check equal to your twice your Intelligence score.
They have one minute to use this bonus.
In the Name of Justice
Prerequisite:
Divine Agent (Ahk)
CP Cost
4
When you spend an Action Die to bolster a skill check or attack, If you say “in the name of justice” before you spend the
Action Die, you get the Action Die back if the check fails.
Smack Down
Prerequisite:
AB 7+, Divine Agent (Ahk), Power Attack
CP Cost
6
Your critical hits have the Take-Down quality.
Take Down: Whey you score a critical hit on a target your target must make an Athletics (Brawn) SC equal to or greater than
the damage, or it knocks them prone.

Channel-energy
Advocates and Constables can use channel energy. You can channel a number of times per day equal to your
Wisdom score and receive one extra channel per day for every point above 2 you have in Secular Values (Justice
and Written Law) in the Personality Profile. To channel energy, you must have your Holy Symbol in your Hand.

Bless Holy Water: You can channel energy into a vial of water and make it holy to your faith.
Inquest: (Advocates only): You can spend a channel energy, and the target must answer your next question
fully and honestly. They cannot avoid speaking.
Just Spirit: In every battle “justice must be paid.” On your turn, you spend a channel energy. You may at any
time during the next full round choose a creature within your burst radius who hits you or an ally and designate one
attack that is needing justice. The target must re-roll their attack, and the target takes the result you choose. This is a
swift action.
Justice’s Reward: You spend a channel energy, and you may designate a single target, and they roll their next
Resist Check twice taking the lower result.
Tongue of Scorn: You spend a channel energy, and if the enemy fails a resist check vs. your Prowess
(Domination) Skill they attack you in preference to all other enemies and continue to attack you until you are out of
the fight. You do gain a +2 defense bonus against any attack that opponent makes. You may only use this channel
energy on an individual opponent once per day.

Seeds
Defend Against Anarchy
Resist

SCA

Ability

Increase

LOC

VPT

19

7

NA

Yes

4

Resolve (Morale) Negates

Dampen Chaos: With this effect, you can calm the chaos of a group of people. It is used to calm mobs and such.
All those affected lose any emotional attachment to the situation, think rationally, and listen to reason.
20

You can in increase the burst one hex free or get 10 mana back.

2

You lose 10 more mana.

Devotions, Rites & Rituals
The Law (Devotion)
Organization:
Courts of Ahk
Requirement:
Investigate (Sense Motive) 9+, Divine Agent (Ahk), 4 Equity
Activation Time:
Permanent
Benefit: You may spend an hour in a location and know the law of the area.
Rite of Knowledge
Requirement:
Divine Agent (Ahk)
Pages:
1
Casting Time:
5 minutes
Cost:
50gc
Duration: 1 document, tome or scroll
Effect: This Rite gives you understanding while you read a text. It tells you if the document has any hidden
meanings or clues. It also tells if there is any code or similar type cyphers in the text.
Rite of Time
Requirement:
Divine Agent (Ahk)
Pages:
1
Casting Time:
1 minutes
Cost:
1gc
Duration: Instantaneous
Effect: This Rite has several functions, first it will give you the exact time and date. Second, it gives the exact
age of any creature within 30’, down to the minute. Third if directed at an item it gives its age down to the day.
Fourth if directed at a dead body it will tell how long they have been dead.

Rite of Truth
Requirement:
Divine Agent (Ahk)
Pages:
1
Casting Time:
5 minutes
Cost:
5gc
Duration: 1 Hour
Effect: You perform this rite, and a single target creature has its mind clear of the emotional fog of any one event
so they can remember the facts of that event.
Track’em Down (Ritual)
Organizations
Courts of Ahk
Requirement
Faith (Ritual) 12+, 10 Equity
Activation Time:
10 minutes
Cost
30gc each day
Duration
Until you sleep
Effect: You can use your Survival (Tracking) to track those that move across the sea. Further, when you have an
Analysis (Find Clue) of 15+, you can track those that use magic to teleport away, by analyzing the area of the
teleportation for 10 minutes. Finally, when your Investigate (Decipher) increases to 20+, you gain the ability to
know where someone has gone using a teleportation mirror or gate, by analyzing the device they used for 10
minutes.

Paths
Order of Contritioners: They travel to the small villages and help solve disputes between their citizens.
Swords of Ahk: A glory seeking order to rid the world of both Tyranny and Chaos.

Artifacts and Relics
The Scribes Library: This is the location that the scribes sat and wrote the 100 books from Ahk’s words.
The 100 Books: The church seeks all 100 books.

